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Abstractwln this paper an expansion for the variance of the error rate of a classification rule is derived. 
It is explicitly evaluated for normal distributions and linear rules and also for the quadratic discrimination 
rule. The results are used to compare the estimates of Fisher's linear (F). the quadratic (Q) and the 
logistic (£) discriminant rules. It is found that although P is often preferable in terms of expected error 
rule. it is sometimes marginally more variable. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the author (O'Neill[4,5]) has compared some classification procedures on the basis of 
their expected error rate. In O'Neill[4], the estimates of the quadratic discriminant function 
and Fisher's linear discriminant function P were compared for normal distributions with unequal 
variance. It was found that although F is not consistent for the optimal rule and Q is, often for 
realistic sample sizes ,~ performs much better than Q in terms of the expected error rate. In 
O'Neill[5], P and the logistic regression estimates £ were compared, and the regions of the 
parameter space in which one estimator performed better were identified. This extended the 
work of Efron[ 11. 
In both papers the estimators were compared solely on the basis of their expected error 
rate. There is a possibility that the estimators (particularly ~) may change greatly in variance. 
In some circumstances a classification procedure with more stability (lower variance) and higher 
expected error rate might be preferred to one with a lower expected error rate but more variability. 
Thus the aim of this paper is to assess the variability of the error rates. 
In Sec. 2, some technical lemmas necessary in the later sections are given. In Sec. 3, the 
general expression for the variance of the error rate of a classification procedure is derived. 
Initially in Section 4, this is specialized to linear classification rules, and then the expression 
is explicitly evaluated for normal distributions with possibly unequal variance matrices. In Sec. 
5, the variance of the error rates is compared for P vs £ and for t6 vs Q. 
2. SOME TECHNICAL  LEMMAS 
In this section, two technical emmas necessary in the sequel will be established. 
In evaluating the asymptotic properties of a classification procedure, it is necessary to 
differentiate an integral over the classification boundary. The following lemma, whose proof 
is in Appendix A, provides the key. 
LEMMA 1 
If V, is the vector differential operator, h = h(x, a), s is the density of h and 
then 
dh 
~ 0, a.e. on h = 0, (2 .1)  
ax, 
V.s(O)E[g'lh = O] = s (0 )E[V ,g ' -  (O~xh)-' 
OxjOa Ox 7 
] \ox / . h=0,  
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(2.2) 
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and if this holds for each j, then 
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V.s(O)E(g'lh = 0] = s(0)E[V,g' - p-'V?.. , ,hVf ~hg' + p-'V,h{p-'V~ h'V~hVf ~hg' 
- V~th'V~g ' - V~-'h'V~(log f)g'}]h = 0], (2.3) 
where f is the density of x, and if O./Oxj # 0 for all j , then 
- I '  
and if O.l&rj = 0 then that component of V f  t is put equal to zero for that x. The expression 
(2.3) has some appeal since it is symmetric in the derivatives with respect o x, but (2.2) is 
considerably less complicated and will be used in the variance calculations in this paper. 
If (2.1) does not hold for some j, then that component of V~'th should be put equal to 
zero everywhere and p reduced accordingly in (2.3). 
Example 1 
Suppose h defines a linear boundary, 
h (x ,a )  = a0 + a'lx, a ,#0,  i -  1, 
and g = x. Then 
V,s(0)E[x[a'x+ = 01 = S t 
+ x .a l  -t + al-tV~(log f )x+x'{a'x+ = 01 
_1 
t where x+ = (1, x') .  
The other well-known lemma proved in Appendix A gives the expansion of the mean and 
variance up to terms of O(n-Z) and O(n-3), respectively. 
X/nn(x - ~) ~/~ N(0, M). 
LEMMA 2 
Suppose 
Then with appropriate regularity conditions 
and 
1 
E[f(x)] = f(lx) + ~n tr CM + O(n -2) 
Var[f(x)l = n - Iv 'My  + n -z 1 {tr(CM)" + tr(Mv ~)MD)}  + O(n -3) 
1 
= n- iv 'My  + n - '~  {tr(CM): + v 'MD vec M} + O(n -3) 
v = Vf(lx), C = V'-f, D = V(vec 'Wf) ,  
where 
and vec(A) is the vector of columns of A stacked one on top of each other. 
(2.4) 
Example 2 
Suppose 
Then 
where 
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3 f(x) = .r{ + -" + Xp. 
v = 3W', C = 6d iag , ,  D = 6(Eli,E.,_, . . . . .  Err) 
~c'  = (v.l . . . . .  ~'~) 
and E o is the matrix with a 1 in the i-jth position and zeros elsewhere. So if 
V~n(x - ix) ! ;  N(0, M), 
then with appropriate regularity conditions 
E[x~ + ".. + x~] = It'3e + 3n-lp. 'm + O(n -2) 
and 
var[x~ + ... + x~] = 9n-I~t'- 'M~: + 9n-:(2~t'NI.t + It'- 'Mm) + O(n -3) 
wheree'  = (1 . . . . .  1) 
m' = (mtj . . . . .  mpp), N = (n#), nij = ms. 
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pr(y = 1) = w~ = 1 - "tro. 
On each individual a random vector x can be measured and 
f(xly = i) = fi(x), 
a density with respect o Lebesque Measure. 
We will suppose that we have a classification procedure defined by h(x, a,), where 
X/nn(a. - a) "~, Nq(O, M). 
Letting f(a,)  = ER(a,) we can apply Lemma 2. 
It was shown in O'Neill[4] that 
¥a = V.ER(a) 
I 
= ~ (-l)'~r,s,(O)Ei[V.hlh = 01 
i=0 
(3.1) 
3. THE VARIANCE OF THE ERROR RATE OF A 
CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURE 
This section derives the general expression for the variance of the error rate of a classification 
procedure. The general expression is complicated and of more interest o most readers will be 
the evaluation of it for linear discrimination and normal distributions in the next section. 
We suppose that we are considering the two sample classification problem. There are two 
populations l-II and Ho with y indicating group membership, y = l if individual is in group i 
and zero otherwise, and 
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where s~ is the density of h under" f, and 
C, = V.'-ER(a) 
l 
= Z (-l)'+'TLsi(O)E,iRu, th = O] 
i=O 
(3.2) 
where 
R~ = p-t(V~.~,h)(V;'h)(V:h) + p-'(V,h)(V'~-'h)(V~.,,h) 
- p-'-(V'~-'h)(V~h)(V2th)V.hV;h - V~h + p-~V', log f~V~hV.hV'-h 
and from Lemma 1, Roi may be replaced by 
R i 
(°'/-' (°~)-' 
~xl. / (V'~.~hV-'h + VohV".,.,h) + 
0 log fi 
x Oxs -- \'O'-xJ ÜxTj 
Also 
D, = V{vec'W(ER(a))}. (3.3) 
Now straightforward but tedious application of (2.2), Lemma i, to si(0)Ei[vec Rith = 0] yields 
the following complicated expression for D,. 
LEMMA 3 
The matrix D, of (3.3) satisfies 
+ (3.4) ~/ v'h Ox~ 
(o (o,) ' 
(log f,) ~ Og j V,hr; 
O.r/ 
= ~'alogfi  ah -i O ' -h  V .h®V,h  
r, I. axj ax~ 
(aht-' + \~xj/ {V,h ® V-'-..~h + V~.~h ® r,h} - vec V~h, (3.5) 
0,_, (o..,o,,, 
0x, o4 \ox# 04 a.~, a~; 
+ \o4/ \Ox# j L axj 
- 2 ~ {(V~.sh) (~) V,h + V,h (~) (Vi:,h) } 
+ ~(o~t-' (o',t-~ ( , .m \0"-'xj/ (V~.~h) ® (VZ-:h) + \0.-~/ { ax)/ ® (r,h) 
( O"h~  Oh (3.6) 
+ V,h) ® \V" ax]] J - vec v~-  0.r: 
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and 
(ga'°r'= {z (9:h (a~) - ' -o .#
- \(gx# (Yah) ® Ox71 
(oa)-: } 
+ t Oxj &ri {V.'-h ® Yah + V.h ® V~h} 
" Oh V'. Oh (gh Oh - V.h® v,(9.~ + v ,~® VahV; 
ox, \o.~# j 
(3.7) 
In the next section the terms (3. !)-(3.7) are explicitly evaluated for the case of linear 
discrimination and normal distributions with unequal covariance matrices. 
4. THE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE ERROR RATE OF A LINEAR 
CLASSIFICATION RULE WITH APPLICATION TO NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Initially we consider evaluating the quantities v,, C, and Da [(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3)] for 
the linear classification function 
h(x, a) = a'x+. 
Now 
I 
i P v. = ~ ( -  1)~ris,(O)Ei[x+ia x .  = O] (4.1) 
i=O 
and 
i , 0 log f i  , 
C. = ~ (-l)i+Jxrisi(O)aTIEi[ej+lx" + x÷ej÷t + ~x+x+la 'x+ = 0], (4.2) 
~=0 Oxj 
where ej is the vector with a one in the jth position and zeros elsewhere. 
If (3.4)-(3.7) are evaluated for linear classification, then we obtain the following corollary 
of Lemma 3: 
COROLLARY l 
If h(x, a) is a linear function, h(x, a) = a'x +, then we obtain for aj ~ 0, 
i - ,  01ogf i  + f '  x .  ®x~x' ,  
D, = i=o ( - 1) ~isi(O)a j "Ei \ (9.'¢j I (9x} 
+ 2 (9 log f, {x+(x" @ e;+t) + ej_l(x" ® x ' )  + x. fe; . ,  Q x '}  
O.rj 
r s s r s + 2{x+(ej.z ® ej÷,) + ej÷,(x÷ ® ej+,) + ej÷,(e/_, ® x~.)}[a'x+ = 0]. 
C.~NA 12 : 2A  °H 
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We now wish to evaluate the conditional expectations in (4.1)-(4.3) for normal distributions 
with possibly unequal covariance matrices. 
The quantities v, and Ca for normal distributions with unequal covariance matrices, 
f i = n(ixi, v-i) 
were evaluated by O'Neill[5] and were found to be 
V. 
[ 
= ~ ( - l)%(2Tr)-' -'c,; ~ exp{-  co,/(2ci,)}ix./.. 
1=0 
where (:0) 
Co/ = a Ix+i, c .  = (a~+/a)  2. £+/ = 
Y., 
and 
where 
and 
t 
IX+i. = (1, ' IX/.). 
IX/. = IX / -  a ' i x+~£,a , /a lX /a l  
C, = ~ ( -  1)i+l~i(2~)-I c.  exp(-ca J2c i i )  
i=O 
X {%:-',i'(IX+i.IX'+i. + £. i . )  + c,~-'(ix+i.g: + gilx',.)}. 
where 
and 
Y-+i. = Y-+i - Y.+,a a'Y.+Ja'.Y,+ia 
gi = ~+,a- 
Straightforward but tedious evaluation gives the following iemma on D. for linear dis- 
crimination and normal distributions. 
LEMMA 4 
If fi(x) = N(IXi, ~i), then 
I 
D, = '~, ( -  l)~2rri(2xr)-Z:2ci~ 5 exp(-col/2~i){c~(Vi (~) g: + g: (~) Vi + gi vec' V/) 
i=O 
1 
+ ~ (c~, - 4 ) (v /® IXL. + IXL. ® v /+ Ix+/, vec'VO 
- -  (¢ f i i  2 , , " - -  C l i ) i x+ ia ( ix+ia  ~ IX÷i . )  
+ g/(g[ ~ IS.:+,) + gi(ix'+/, (~ g')  + Ix+/,(g: ~)g,")} 
where Vi = ~+i + ~L-,-ia ~J'r-i. - -  gig[ /c> 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
Model A 
In this section we will compare the variance of the error rates of F, Q and £. 
O'Neill[4,5] has recently compared the expected error rate of f', Q and £ for the following 
two models: 
Model B 
fi = N((- l) i÷JA/2el,  (1 + ~/)/I). 
where 
fi = N((-l)~+EA/2el, I + YEll). 
o 
E 
E2 
¢.0 
i 
et = (1 ,0  . . . . .  0)  
and E~ is the matrix with a 1 in the (1, 1) position and zeros elsewhere. Model A is the 
canonical model for the so-called proportional covariance model where 20 is a multiple of 2~, 
and model B was used to compare fi and Q in O'Neill[4]. 
In O'Neill[4] it was found that although Q is consistent for the optimal rule, Q, while fi 
is not, often fi performed better than ~ for quite large "¢ for moderate sample sizes. However 
the O(n- ~) term in the expression for the variance (2.4) is zero for Q, which raises the possibility 
that ER(F) might be much more variable than ER(Q). Let V 1F denote the O(n-~) term in(2.4) 
for F and V2F the O(n-") term with equivalent definitions for V1Q. V2Q, VIL, and V2L. Of 
course V 1Q = 0. 
In order to assess the relative importance of the terms VIF and V2F, a contour plot of 
V2F/VIF for dimension 5 and model B is given in Fig. 1. It was also drawn for dimensions 
1, 2 and I0, resulting in very similar plots to Fig. 1 in all cases. As can be seen from Fig. 1, 
V2F is usually very much larger than V1F and so the O(n--') term in (2.4) will dominate the 
O(n- t) term for moderate sample sizes for most parameter values. Next, V2F/V2Q was plotted 
in Fig. 2 for B and dimension 5. There is a substantial band around the equal variances case, 
o 
o 
~O 
2 3 4 
Delta 
f 
) oo 
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In the next section, these results will be-used to examine the variance of the error rates of 
some common classification rules for normal populations. 
Fig. I. V2F/VIF for Dimension 5 and Model B. 
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"I 
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Fig. 2. V2F/V2Q for Dimension 5 and Model B. 
',/ = 0, for which V2F < V2Q. Once again the picture is qualitatively the same for other 
dimensions. 
Finally the sample size required (up to O(n-2) for the variance of ER(Q) to be less than 
that of ER(F), that is 
VIQ + V2Q ~ VIF + V2F, 
called the takeover point for variance, is plotted in Figs. 3-5. It can be seen that there is a 
band around "y = 0 for which ER(/¢') has smaller variance for moderate sample sizes. However 
on comparison with Fig. 1-4 in O'Neill[4] we see that the variance takeover point is somewhat 
less than the expected error rate takeover point. Thus in certain cases ER(/6) may have smaller 
expectation but larger variance than ER(Q). However. the figures show that this would not 
normally be large enough to warrant he use of the less variable (? instead of the lower error 
rate/6. 
A comparison of P and £ was also performed. We describe in detail the results for model 
A, dimension 5. The results for B and other dimensions are qualitatively the same. In Fig. 6 
the ratio V IF~ V IL (which is dimension free) is plotted. It can be seen that V IF is always larger 
3[- 
E 
0 J 
0 t 2 3 
Delto 
Fig. 3. Variance takeover point for Q versus F for Dimension 2 and B. 
E 2 
I 
0 
3 
L~ 
1 
I 2 3 
Delta 
Fig. 4. Variance takeover point for Q versus F for Dimension 5 and B. 
2.0 
0 
0 ! 2 3 4 
Delta 
Fig. 5. Variance takeover point for Q versus F for Dimension 10 and B. 
1.5 
0.5 
E 
1.0 
f 0.0 
0 
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DeltQ 
Fig. 6. V IF/VI L for Model A. 
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o 
E 
E 
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o/, o/ 
1 2 3 
Delta 
Fig. 7. V2F/V2L for Dimension 5 and Model A. 
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Fig. 8. Takeover point for variance for Dimension 2 and A. 
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Fig. 9. Takeover point for variance for Dimension 5 and A. 
4 
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Delto 
Fig. 10. Takeover point for variance for Dimension 10 and A. 
than VIL. In Fig. 7, the ratio V2F/V2L  is plotted for dimension 5, and it can be seen that 
there is a wide band near ~ = 0 where V2F < V2L. Hence, since from Fig. 1 we know that 
for moderate sample sizes V2F >> V IF, we would expect ER(/~) to have smaller variance than 
ER(£) near ",/ = 0 for moderate sample sizes. In Figs. 8-10 we plot the takeover point for 
variances. There are two regions: 
1. ER(£) ultimately has smaller variance and the sample 
var(ER(£)) < var(ER(F)) [up to O(n-")l are plotted. 
2. In region 2, ER(£) always has smaller variance [up to O(n-- ' ) ] .  
sizes required for 
Thus the results for the/~ vs £ comparison parallel the results for the fi" vs Q in that ER(fi') 
can sometimes have larger variance than ER(£), but the difference would be not large enough 
to warrant choosing £. 
6. SUMMARY 
The mean and variance of the error rate of a classification rule have been found (up to 
terms of order n -~ and n--', respectively). The sample size required for ER(Q) to have smaller 
variance than ER(fi') is typically smaller than the sample size required for it to have smaller 
expectation, but the difference is not large enough to lead to a choice of Q for parameter values 
where fi" has a smaller expected error rate. 
In the comparison of /6  and £ it was found that, while for the models considered fi" is 
almost always better than £ in terms of expected error rate, its variance will often be marginally 
higher. 
In conclusion, we have found that var[ER(fi')] can often be larger than that of competing 
estimators, but not so much larger that the difference is serious. 
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APPENDIX  A: PROOF OF LEMMAS IN SEC. 2. 
The lemmas will be proven formally. Explicit regularity conditions can be found )'or each application. 
I. Proof of Lemma I 
A similar method to the proof of theorem I. O'Neill[3]. p. 135). and the same notation will be used. 
Clearly it suffices to prove the result for g one-dimensional. Let -r, be the x,. such that h(x) = 0 for a given x... 
. . . .  xp = x'_,. Hence 
Now assuming without loss of generality that 
r, = ~,(x-t. a).  
> O. where - -  = - -  V,s(O)E{glh O] = ~', fg dx_,. 
O'r, c)r, Ox, 't" ,,-, \O:h/ 
where f is the density of x. and assuming that interchange of integration and differentiation is valid. 
s.._, { r,. .... V,s(O)g[glh ---- 01 = V, f dx_, + - ( r , f )g  dx_,. 
Now 
= Oh -" 
But 
~g 0"r, 
W.g('r,, x -c .  a)  = V ,g  + 
and since h(rt, x-O = O, 
Oh Oh 01"t 
- -+- -~=0 
0a ,.')"r, Oa 
Or 
Ox, _ Oh(Mr ) - ' .  
Oa Oa \O'r , l  
Thus 
(~/-' (v.,,(,,. x_,. , , ) ) :  v.,, - o,_ \~/  " "  ~o,,/ \O~,l 
Also 
d'r~ " 0x~ i \x_ , /  
= aT,Oa - O~} I",tl. 
So 
g \Or"-~I } tar,/ = \~-~U 0'rd)a \8T,/ " 
Similarly. since S only depends on a via "ft. 
(0 , , t "  0s f "" l  : 
(V'S)g \~'~'~*)/ = - 0T"'~ g \.;Trt.' V,h 
= _ (0h i :  , , ,o ,~ 
\Tr , /  '~ ;,7, f V J,. 
So 
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v, ~(o)E[# -* o] = -, v.8 - ~ \o,: - g 7,, ~*iaa 
+ g \av,/ a.r~ - g \a-r,/ " a.r, \a-r,/ dx_,. 
So the result (2.2) follows. Since xf was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that the result holds for each x, such that 
#h/dxj # O, a.e. on the boundary, and (2.3) is obtained by averaging such xj. 
2. Proof of Lemma 2 
Proceeding formally, let 
Now 
Hence if 
then 
z = ~ix -  ~t). 
I I [ 
f (x) = f(p,) + n-":z 'V/(vt)  + ~ n -z '  T'-'f(p,)z + ~ n-:z'V(vec' V'-f) vec(zz') + O(n-:). 
: ~/, N(0, M), 
l 
E[f(x)] = f(I x) + 9~ n tr(V:f(p.))M + O(n-:) 
and 
var f(x) = l (V,f(I.t))M(Vf(p.)) + t [ n 4n ''~-' var(z'V'~f(P')z) + ~ cov(z'Vf(p.), z'V(vec'V:f) vec zz') + O(n-)). 
Now 
covfz'Vf(w), z'V(vec'W-f) vec zz') = Elv'zz'D vec zz'] 
= g[v '  ZD vec Z] 
where Z = zz', v = Vf(I.t) and D = V(vec'V-'f). But 
v 'ZD vec Z - tr(vec Z vec' Zv ® D). 
Hence 
But 
We also require 
E fv 'ZD vec Z] -- tr[{(M ~) M)( I ;  + I,...,) + vec M vec'M~.v ® D] 
= 2 tr(Mv (~ MD) "t" tr{vec M vec'(D'Mv)}. 
tr(Mv (~) MD) = tr{(MD}(Mv (~) I)} 
= tr{MV(vec'V:f)(Mv (~) I)J. 
= tr MV(v 'MV:f )  
= vec'(Vv'MV'-f) vec M 
= v 'MD vec M. 
var z' Cz = E[(z'Cz):] - E[z'Cz]:.  
where z ~ N(O. M). and C is symmetric. 
Now 
•[(z'Cz):] = vec'C E[(z ® z)(z' ® z')] vec C 
= vee' C{(M ~ M){Ip + l,,.p,) + vec M vec M') vec C 
= 2 ve¢' C(M (~) M) vec C + (tr CM): 
= 2 vec' C(M ~) l)(I (~ M)  vec C -¢- (tr CM):  
= ..2 vec' CM vec MC + (tr CM): 
= 2 tr(CM)-" + (tr CM)". 
where [,p,, is such that if A is p × q. then vec A = L.~,vee A' (Henderson and Sear[el2]). Thus the result follows. 
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APPENDIX  B: PROOF OF LEMMA 4 
We wish to evaluate 
T er~(a  l °g / t :  O" log f}  Ologf  = + x. ® x.x'. + ~ {xAx'. ® e:.,) 
[ t \  0x, / Ox;" " Ox, 
+ e,.,(x'. ® x'.) + x÷(e:., ® x'.)} + 2{x_(e:+, ® e:.,) 
+ e,.,(x'. ® e:.,) + e,.,(e:.~ ® x'.)la'x. = 0], 
where x ~ N(Ix, X), and f is the N(Ix. X) density. Now 
xla 'x .  = 0 ~ N(Ix., X.) 
where 
and 
Ix, = IX - coT-a+/cP, c,, = a ' ix . ,  c, = (a lXa, ) ' : ,  
X, = X - Xa,a;X/ci .  
0 log f 0-" log f 
- (x - Ix),.q,. 
0x, 0.r~ 
m = _ n . ,  
Now 
where % is the jth column of X -' and n ,  is the jth diagonal entry of X -L Now letting 
y = x - i.t,,. 
we have 
0 log f 
x. = y .  + Ix.,. ~ = - Y'n, + a,c , ) /c i ,  
Ox t 
and so we can substitute for x in T. in evaluating T we will require the following results: 
E[(y'n,) : l  = n :  T-,n, = "11, - a~/c] .  
E[(y'nj)-'y] = O. 
E[y'n,Y] = ~£.vL = e, - a,T -a , /c i .  
E[y '~,yy ' ]  = O, 
E [ (y '~ i ) 'yy ' l  = n:Xon,.X, + 2 T-,n,n: Y-,. 
E[y"q,y' ® yy'] = (n :X, )  ® Y-, + T-. ® (n;Y-,) + T-,n, vec' ~,. 
and 
E[ (y 'n) :y '  ® yy ' ]  = O. 
= T- .dq .~,  t = a jG) /c i .  ~. = IX . , .  V = T - . ,  + ~.~.'. 
Hence if we let 
= (t: - "q,) - 2 ty 'n :  + (y 'n , ) : .  
then 
0 log :): + 0: log : 
0x, I 0x: 
and expanding the terms in (B 1 ), we obtain 
(BI) 
T = (t: - "q. ) ( ( ( '  ® ( '  + E' ®X. .  + (vec '  X . ,  ÷ X . ,® C)  (B2) 
- 2a(( '  ® ~' + (Z;' ®( '  + ~(' ®E'  + ~ '® X. ,  + X . .® ~;' + ~vec' X..) (B3) 
+ n:Xonj((E(' ® (E' + ~' ® X . ,  + T-., ® ( '  + ( vec' T--w) (B-t) 
+ 2(~'  ®~'  + ~ '  ®~'  + ~ '  ®( ' )  (as) 
+ 2t(V ® e:., + e:.) ® V + e,., vec' V) (B6) 
- 2(~C ® eL, + ~e:., ® e' + (e:., ® ~' + ~ '  ® e:., ~- e,.,(' ® I~' + e,.,~' Q ~') (B7) 
÷ 2(~e/., ® e:., + e,.,e' ® e:., + e,.,e:_, ® e'). (B8) 
Variance of error rates 
Now combining (B3) and (B6). and using the fact that 
t(e, - ~) = afc./c~g. 
we obtain 
2a~co/c~(V ® g' + g' ® V + g vec' V). 
Also. combining (B2) and (B4), we obtain 
a~/c',(c~ - c~)(~'  ® ~' + t '  ® ~. .  + ~. ,  ® E' + ~ vec" 'r-_.l. 
Finally we consider (B5). (BT) and (BS). 
Now 
eje/ ® ¢' + l~,' ® ¢' - ~e/., ® ~.' - e,.,~' ® t '  (a~/c~)gg" ® ,~. 
and so summing (B5). (B7) and (BS) we obtain 
2(a~/c~)(gg' ® ~' + g~' ® g' + ~g' ® g'). 
By summing (B9)-(BI I), the desired result is obtained. 
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